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MEADOWLANDS

Racing Hill vs. Control The Moment in
$732,050 Meadowlands Pace Final
By Derick Giwner
It is difficult to look at the 2016 edition of the
Meadowlands Pace as anything other than a
two-horse race. In a field where only a trio of
the 10 entrants has won a race in his last three
starts, finding value is going to prove difficult
for even the sharpest handicapper.
The two heavy chalks come post time for
the 40th edition of the Meadowlands’ signature race on Saturday are sure to be Control
The Moment and Racing Hill. Each of the two
3-year-old colts head into the $732,050 final
having won two of their last three starts.
The true role of favoritism seems likely to
fall to the Tony Alagna-trained Racing Hill. A
son of Roll With Joe, Racing Hill was a strong
second in the rich North America Cup on June
18 and followed that effort up with back-toback wins at Pocono Downs in the Max Hempt
elimination and Final.
Racing Hill skipped last week’s Meadowlands Pace elimination to get a rare week off
during the grueling schedule for the sophomore pacers.
“Anytime you can take a week off and
go right to the final it is a good thing,” said
Alagna. “We got a bye with Captaintreacherous and Wake Up Peter (2013 Meadowlands
Pace). I didn’t take a bye one time on a pacing
filly and she hit the gate, made a break and
never made the final of the Breeders Crown,
so I will never pass up the chance for a bye.”
While Racing Hill was relaxing, Control
The Moment was winning the lone Pace elimination with a sparkling late rally. The Bradley
Maxwell-conditioned son of Well Said paced a
26 2/5 final quarter while making up nearly

Derick Giwner

Trainer Bradley Maxwell gives Control The
Moment some water after his Meadowlands
Pace elimination victory.
five lengths to power past Lyons Snyder in
deep stretch. His winning time of 1:49 matched
the mark set by Racing Hill in the Hempt Final
and by Lyons Snyder in the Somebeachsomwehere at Mohawk in early June.
“I was happy as hell,” said Maxwell after the
win. “He has been racing well all year. He just
hasn’t gotten any post relief yet and now this
week he does.”
Racing Hill has yet to miss the board in
six 2016 starts while accumulating $450,340
for owner Tom Hill. While it is clear to see
the colt’s form on paper, Alagna couldn’t be
happier with how his horse is coming into the
race.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Southwind Frank
2,1:52.2; 3,1:52.1–`16 ($1,105,169)
Muscle Hill – Flawless Lindy – Cantab Hall

World Champion, Dan Patch honoree and multiple stakes winner at 2.
Now 3 and the season’s leading money-winning trotting colt.
Proud Sponsors of:

Meadowlands Pace
The Red Mile
Crawford Farms Trot
Kindergarten Classic

We just added his dam, Flawless Lindy, to our rapidly expanding broodmare band.
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Visit our consignments
at the Lexington Selected
and Morrisville State
Yearling Sales.

Marion Marauder
2,1:57.1; 3,1:52.4–`16 ($404,862)
Muscle Hill – Spellbound Hanover – Donerail

At 2, second in Breeders Crown final and Wm. Wellwood final.
Now 3 and winner of $209,040 Goodtimes final at Mohawk.
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Crawford Farms will sell his full brother at Lexington this fall.

Michelle & Albert Crawford • Family owned and operated since 1966 • CrawfordFarms.com
ChrisTullyTrot.com & Dave Landry Photos

Meadowlands Pace a two-horse race?

Nikki Sherman

Trainer Tony Alagna and driver Brett Miller celebrate after Racing Hill’s Hempt win.
CONTINUED from page 1

“He came out of the race in great shape.
He was well in hand that night,” said Alagna
about the Hempt effort. “I trained him a
couple of light trips on Thursday (July 7) and
he trained great.
“I’m very confident in the horse,” he continued. “I’ve always been confident in him. The
most important thing is that Brett (Miller,
driver) is confident in him. To win in (1:)49
flat like he did the other day, leaving in 25 4/5,
shutting him down and taking off again with
the plugs in, it just shows you where the horse
is at with his confidence as well.”
Another man with confidence heading
into the Meadowlands Pace is Brian Sears.
Despite sitting behind Control The Moment
for the first time in his elimination, Sears
pressed all the right buttons with last year’s
Canadian 2-year-old champion.
“I’ve seen the horse race. He’s a beauty
animal. He looks the part and just having
the trip work out and having him have the
manners to win a race like this. I couldn’t be
more pleased,” said Sears after the win.
The elimination win gave Control The
Moment the added opportunity to draw for
an inside post and that advantage landed him
post three, just inside of Racing Hill in post
four. The morning line has Racing Hill as
the 9-5 favorite ahead of Control The Moment
at 5-2, but both horses are expected to drop
a few notches from those odds when the gate
rolls at 10:18 p.m. for race 11.
“On paper it looks that way, but you never
know which of these 3-year-olds can pop up,”
said Alagna about the Final being a twohorse race. “Right now the way he (Control
The Moment) raced tonight and the way my
horse has been, on paper it looks like it would
be a surprise of neither of those two won, but
it is always a horse race and you never know
when one of these horses will come back to
form and get up to win.”

Sears reiterated the need for caution when
narrowing the field down to just two contenders. “Big races are big races, anything can
happen. You definitely need some luck on
your side, but when you have some power
on your side it makes it a little easier,” said
Sears.
The potential third choice in the 10-horse
field is Lyons Snyder. The Mark Silva charge
finished second behind Control The Moment
last week and will start from post five with
David Miller handling the lines.
Boston Red Rocks continues to search for
the form that made him the 2-year-old colt
champion in the U.S. last year. While he has
earned $182,660 this year, driver Tim Tetrick
has only been able to get him home first in
two of his eight starts. The pair will start
from the six-hole on Saturday.
Trainer Ron Burke sends out a troika of
outsiders from outside posts seven through
nine. JK Will Power and Check Six have each
made north of $300,000 in 2016 and either
could elect to charge off the gate early for
drivers Yannick Gingras and Matt Kakaley,
respectively. Manhattan Beach has but one
win in nine starts this year and figures to
offer one of the larger prices on the toteboard.
Rounding out the field are fellow longshots
Another Daily Copy (post 1), Good Living
(post 2) and Talk Show (Post 10).
The Meadowlands Pace is one of nine major
stakes races on the 13-race Saturday card
which kicks off at 6:30 p.m. Other highlights
include the Ben Franklin rematch between
Wiggle It Jiggleit, Always B Miki and Freaky
Feet Pete in the $471,800 William Haughton
Memorial and pre-race Hambletonian favorite Southwind Frank racing in one of two
divisions of the Stanley Dancer.
Wagering opportunities include three
guaranteed multi-race pools and a mandatory payout of $267,769 in the Jackpot Hi-5
offered in race 12, the $223,150 Golden Girls
for older pacing mares.

Meadowlands Pace
Facts & Figures
Race	post	wagering
1
6:30	double/super
2
6:46	pick 3/super
3
7:05
$30k pick 5
4
7:24	pick 3/super
5
7:47
$40k pick 4
6
8:07	pick 3/super
7
8:27	pick 3/super
8
8:53	pick 3/super
9
9:19
$75k pick 4
10
9:42	pick 3/super
11
10:12	pick 3/super
12
10:40 $267k hi-5/dbl
13
11:00	super
***All races - wps/ex/tri
(no Show race 4)

pace stakes record

1:46 4/5 (he’s watching - 2014)

pace favorites win %
18 of 39 (46.2%)

most wins in pace

driver (john campbell) - 7
trainer (brett pelling) - 4
owner (jeffrey snyder) - 3

Speaking out against performance enhancing substances
ON THE MARK
By Bob Marks
Mike Ochsner DVM, a New Jersey based
racetrack vet, outlined in a letter to the New
Jersey Racing Commission and the Association of Racing Commissioners International
the usage of various EPO products including
something called Eprex, which is apparently
obtainable but there’s no test for it.
The letter was reprinted in Harness Racing
Update’s June 25 edition and sparked considerable social media dialog, some of it focusing on what we can and cannot do. It has
long been speculated what many think may
be occurring on a somewhat regular basis,
but this is the first time that what can be
considered a credible witness has in an official capacity actually said something. Others
have verbally implied that these scenarios
do indeed occur, but this is the first time it’s
been put on paper with a reputable signature.
Undoubtedly there will be those wishing to
keep everything under the rug and not rock
the boat so to speak, believing we should
avoid ancillary negative publicity at all cost.
Though in playing devil’s advocate, what do
we really have to lose here? It’s not like our

grandstands are full and our betting handles
routinely go through the roof.
Moreover, we have precious little outside
media coverage other than our own in-house
websites who tend to compete with each other
in the quest to post what is the good gospel as
soon as possible.
Others have long lamented the situation
and one has to wonder how many bettors
we’ve lost along the way who simply could
not cope with the variations enhancers can
cause in either positive or negative performance performances.
From purely a layman’s point of view,
the administering of performance enhancing substances is very much a double-edged
sword. Apparently they do indeed enhance
performance when administered at the right
time, but what happens when they’re not
administered and/or withheld at the trainer’s discretion?
Then it becomes a pure guessing game,
similar to that old television commercial, “Is
it real or is it Memorex?” in which the viewer
tries to discern the difference between a live
audio from that recorded on the tape.
From the bettor’s perspective it then
becomes which version of the horse am I
attempting to handicap? In more picturesque
terms, is he or is he not “juiced” or “gassed”?
I personally don’t know too much about
the mechanisms of steroids though it’s kind
of obvious that since eliminated from Major
League Baseball, the home run numbers

have gone way down.
Whereas Roger Maris’ 61 homers in 1961
got bumped to over 70 by Barry Bonds, Mark
McGwire and Sammy Sosa to a degree,
nobody in this non-steroid era comes within
light years of those numbers anymore. That
in itself speaks volumes.
We can rhapsodize forever about the virtues
of not being the proverbial rat, burdens of
proof and the innocent until proven guilty
axioms, but the fundamental reality is that
someone is undoubtedly getting away with
something. That said, horses have earned
records they perhaps should not have, all of
which gets recorded in our archives.
That might be fine were we just some backwater pastime in which we ourselves are the
primary participants and/or spectators but
this is not the case. Harness racing is a worldwide sport and industry in which the rules
and regulations should have legitimate teeth
rather than being scoffed at as they apparently seem to be according to Dr. Ochsner.
To say doing something about it is impossible strikes at the core of independent fact
finding, as far more difficult mysteries have
been uncovered by determined fact seekers.
Or have we forgotten the President whose
eviction was primarily due to a couple of
creditable and rather intrepid truth-seeking
reporters and one courageous Editor In Chief?
Yes indeed, somebody actually said something. What a novel idea. Let’s take the next
steps.

All The Time aims for a rebound of sorts in Del Miller Memorial
By Derick Giwner
In Harness Racing we are all too often
reminded that performance is variable. One
week you have a champion in your barn and
just seven days later you could be left trying
to figure out the puzzle that was your meal
ticket.
Take for instance All The Time, the likely
favorite in one of two Saturday Del Miller
Memorial divisions for 3-year-old fillies.
One week she looks like the best trotting
filly in the sport and the next week you are
left shaking your head.
On July 1 at The Meadowlands she raced
like an absolute star. Despite racing the
entire final turn uncovered, she drew clear
from her competition in 1:52 3/5 with an
impressive 27 2/5 final quarter. One week
later (July 9), in the Reynolds Memorial,
she was all out to get up by a neck as the 1-9
public choice despite a sitting a good trip
behind cover.
“Last week was the best I ever saw her;
ever,” said trainer Jimmy Takter, who
seemed just as surprised by the narrow 1:53
2/5 win. “It was weird tonight. I think she
is the post time favorite for the Hambo Oaks
and she didn’t look like that tonight.
“I saw that Yannick (Gingras, driver)

had a little problem with her. She has been
funny like that,” said Takter. “Something
must have been stinging her. I have to check
it out.”
While she may not have looked perfect
every time, All The Time has won three of
four starts in 2016 and owns an impressive
16-10-3-0 career record for owners Marvin
Katz and Al Libfeld.
The waters get much deeper for All The
Time (post 3) on Saturday when she faces
last year’s champion 2-year-old trotting
filly Broadway Donna. The Jim Campbell
trainee has a win and second in two trips
to the track this season after winning nine
of 10 starts as a freshman. David Miller will
be in the bike behind Broadway Donna from
post 6.
Completing the field for the second $97,750
Del Miller split, race three of 13 on the card,
are (from the rail out): Just Jess; Celebrity Eventsy; Sunset Glider; Kathy Parker;
Windowshopper.
The first $95,250 divison, race one, finds
a field of six competing: Thankful Reward;
Miss Tezsla; Unica Steed; Haughty; Pink
Pistol; Womans Will.
Six of the 13 entrants in the Del Miller are
trained by Takter.
While most of the fillies on Saturday will

be using the Del Miller as a stepping stone
to the Hambletonian Oaks eliminations
on July 30 at The Meadowlands, the Tony
Alagna-trained Double Exposure, who
finished fourth behind All The Time on July
9, has elected for a different route.
“I wasn’t happy with her but I thought
coming back to the mile track that it might
take her a couple of starts to get her where
she was at before we went to the five-eighths.
The five-eighths racing really doesn’t suit
her style at all and it really changes her
gait,” said Alagna, who has a seven-eighths
track in mind for her next start. “She is
going to go to Vernon next for the Zweig and
if she doesn’t have enough money earned,
she’ll go in the consolation. I think come
Hambo Day she’ll be ready to rock.”
A total of 102 trotting fillies remain eligible to the Hambletonian Oaks. If All The
Time and some of her fellow second-year
ladies don’t step up on Saturday, there could
be multiple eliminations needed to decide
the 10 for the $500,000 final on August 6.

SATURDAY, JULY 16 • FIRST RACE 6:30 P.M.
Featuring major stakes races, including:

$750,000

MEADOWLANDS PACE

$440,000

HAMBLETONIAN MATURITY

$430,000

WM. R. HAUGHTON MEMORIAL

$315,000

STANLEY DANCER MEMORIAL

Plus live music, T-Shirt Giveaway,
& enter to win a $500 Win Wagers

MEADOWLANDS

NOW FROZEN!!

MANDATORY PAYOUT
MEADOWLANDS PACE NIGHT

1 racetrack drive, e. rutherford 07073 | playmeadowlands.com

What happens when Converseon parts ways with USTA?
EDITOR’S EYE
By Derick Giwner
Come September, the much debated social
media partnership between the USTA and
Converseon will come to an end. Now three
years into the venture, the big question
persists: Was it a success?
I suppose industry insiders could argue
both sides of the issue. From a positive standpoint, through the Harness Racing Fan Zone
initiative created by Converseon, the sport
has certainly gained traction outside the
typical standrbred community.
The numbers don’t lie. Since inception a
few years ago, the HRFZ Facebook account
has registered 54,817 LIKES. Regardless of
how this was achieved, when they post something, people are seeing it. Let’s compare the
HRFZ totals with some of the other leading
North American industry.
30,004 Meadowlands
14,642 United States Trotting Association
8,680 Standardbred Canada
4,363 DRF Harness
When the HRFZ page can reach almost
four times as many people as the USTA
despite launching many years later and
nearly double The Meadowlands, it is obvious
that it can serve the industry well if properly
maintained.
From a negative point of view, people can
certainly point to the $250,000 cost to the
USTA and lack of clear numbers showing
profit to the industry in terms of owners and
wagering handle. That is fair.
There was much debate at the annual
USTA Board Meeting centering on whether
it was truly necessary for the USTA to pay
an outside corporation money. “Why can’t
this be done in-house?” That’s a reasonable
criticism and perhaps something the USTA
will look into as it prepares for its next board
meeting in November.
USTA Executive Vice President Mike
Tanner was happy to outline the next steps
for the organization as Converseon sunsets
out of the picture:
“It was always planned that the USTA
would, at some point in the not-too-distant
future, assume the full-time maintenance
duties of the initiative, and we already had
started that strategic process, so I don’t
think the transition will be dramatic, even if
the announcement made it seem that way. I
don’t think anyone following us will notice a
difference, frankly; we’ll still have the same
presence on social media, and the scheduled
programs and promotions will continue
uninterrupted. We’ll need to fill the gaps in a
few areas, specifically regarding paid media
buys and in leveraging emerging technology.
Both of those things were in Converseon’s
wheelhouse, but there’s a lot we learned in

working with them that we now can apply on
our own.
“The first step is to take an inventory of
where we are. That involves individual interviews with each member of the Social Media
Advisory Committee, drilling down into the
analytics, and meeting with Converseon over
the next two months to ensure the transition
of digital assets and the transfer of duties and
files - things like that. At the same time, we’ll
be taking a hard look at what went right and
what didn’t before we put together a budget
and strategic plan for next year.
From a
budgetary standpoint, it would have been very
difficult for us to go into 2017 at the same level
of financial commitment, and there just hasn’t
been the anticipated monetary buy-in from
other segments of the industry. We’ll explore
the possibility of adding a staff member or
engaging a contractor, but it’s too early to say
for sure. We’ll spend money where we think
we can get the best return on investment for
the industry and for the Association.”
The parting of ways with Converson
certainly leaves the industry without a
scapegoat in point man Rob Key. He took
considerable fire at the winter meeting from
USTA board members and he is hoping that
his departure will open some eyes.
“This takes away me as a focus and the
‘Converseon is making all this money in this
initiative’ refrain I heard too often. That’s
now removed from the equation, so it can’t
be used as an excuse not to get involved. I
hope this serves as a bit of a wake-up call,”
said Key, who also summed up the progress
of HRFZ in a recent email conversation:
“The USTA staff has learned a lot and can
take on more. Our strategy is in place.
1. Build a digital platform: mobile apps,
fanzone, ambassador program, promo videos
and more - DONE
2. Build an audience. We’ve reached
millions of new potential fans. 54k likes and
growing. DONE (and t.b.d.)
3. Begin monetization: new owners and
drive wagering - All components are in place.
This just needs more resources and focus.
So we did all we said we would do and have
met or exceeded stated goals. The sport now
has a first class social and digital initiative to
build on.
Now it’s time for the sport to come together in
cross organizational way to build on this and
take to next level. My one disappointment is

not having more organizations step up to get
involved and there remain too many people on
the sidelines. Too much infighting remains.
Too much opposition in some areas. This I
can’t fix. I think There’s a certain complacency that this effort would do all the heavy
lifting for the sport so it relieved responsibility
from others to get involved deeply too. And not
just critique but to get hands dirty too.
I’m hoping by stepping away it will help
people/groups recognize the fate of the sport
depends on ongoing sustained marketing
built off of this, and everyone needs to get more
involved. It’s in the sports’ hands. Not mine.
The effort remains underfunded as you know
and we have continued to run a loss on this
financially. It’s not something I can continue
to do and I also have to put more focus on
other areas. This has taken a good deal of my
personal time because I care about the future of
the sport. But that’s not sustainable for me.
But I’m proud that we’ve now created the
first sustainable ongoing marketing initiative
the sport has seen. The fact this initiative even
exists is pretty amazing in and of itself. I’d fight
for it again as needed but now from a different
perspective. But 3 years is enough for me here.
It’s time for others to now step up too. It’s important that this remains a professionally run
initiative and we will be working closely with
the USTA to help make sure that happens. Let’s
hope this is just the beginning of a new phase.”
Whether you agree with the current results
from the association with Converseon or not,
let’s applaud the USTA for pulling the trigger
on the project and thinking progressively.
While many have criticized the organization over the years (including myself), they
truly have made strides of late. Projects like
the Strategic Wagering program to support
guaranteed pools have been very successful.
Is everything perfect? No. But what aspects
in life are ever perfect.
Specifically looking at the Fan Zone
project, you can see clear improvements.
Messages on social media have been much
more timely and appropriate in the last few
months, and the recent website redesign
makes HRFZ much easier to navigate.
The USTA has a clear platform now to
reach people. One can only hope that the
many organizations, tracks, and participants
in the sport can band together to support
Harness Racing as a sport rather than fray
off into our usual separate agendas.

meadowlands stakes selections for pace night

race 1: $95,250

MATT
ROSE

DARIN
ZOCCALI

GARNET
BARNSDALE

JAY
BERGMAN

JEREMEY
DAY

Womans Will

Womans Will

Unica Steed

Miss Tezsla

Miss Tezsla

Blue Moon Stride

L A Delight

L A Delight

L A Delight

L A Delight

All The Time

Just Jess

Broadway Donna

Celebrity Eventsy

Broadway Donna

Southwind Frank

Southwind Frank

Sutton

Southwind Frank

Southwind Frank

Jewels In Hock

Rules Of The Road

Rules Of The Road

Smokinmombo

Rules Of The Road

Marion Marauder

Marion Marauder

Marion Marauder

Bar Hopping

Blenheim

Always B Miki

Always B Miki

Always B Miki

Wiggle It Jiggleit

Always B Miki

Crescent Fashion

Wings Of Royalty

Musical Rhythm

Hannelore Hanover

Hannelore Hanover

Racing Hill

Control The Moment

Racing Hill

Racing Hill

Control The Moment

Venus Delight
Divine Caroline
Lady Shadow
Anndrovette
Katie Said

Venus Delight
Lady Shadow
Frost Damage Blues
Solar Sister
Anndrovette

Devil Child
Lady Shadow
Venus Delight
Anndrovette
Katie Said

Lady Shadow
Anndrovette
Divine Caroline
Skippin By
Katie Said

Solar Sister
Venus Delight
Lady Shadow
Skippin By
Katie Said

Del Miller Memorial

race 2: $157,400
Mistletoe Shalee

race 3: $97,750
Del Miller Memorial

race 4: $153,250
Dancer Memorial

race 6: $40,000
Miss Versatility

race 7: $153,250
Dancer Memorial

race 9: $471,800
Haughton Memorial

race 10: $471,200
Hambletonian Maturity

race 11: $732,050
Meadowlands Pace

race 12: $223,150
Golden Girls
$267,769 Jackpot Hi-5
Mandatory Payout

HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY? Contant Derick Giwner | Email Dgiwner@drf.com

Barn Doll looks to regain sophomore form in Miss Versatility
By Jay Bergman
Since having Barn Doll join his stable last
fall after the New York Sire Stakes championship at Yonkers, trainer Jeff Gregory has
looked forward to training and racing the
daughter of Conway Hall.
“She’s a sweetheart,” Gregory said of the
4-year-old mare, one of eight in Saturday’s
third leg of the Miss Versatility, a $40,000
contest that is race six of 13 on the Meadowlands star-studded program.
For Gregory, the barn change for Barn
Doll took place as a result of owner William
Weaver III’s decision to by the then sophomore filly. In February of this year, Weaver
passed away and it left Gregory in a different
position.
“We decided to purchase four of the six
that were up for sale,” said Gregory, who
partnered with Steve Finkelstein’s Jesmeral
Stable on Barn Doll but also took in longtime
patron Bill Richardson on a few of the others.
Entering Saturday’s contest Barn Doll
has hardly been setting the world on fire,
but Gregory remains optimistic that she’s
getting closer to turning the corner.
“There have been little things that have
held her back but nothing major,” said Gregory. That included some sickness, but the
trainer/driver and part owner of Barn Doll is
still looking to find that spark.
Barn Doll had finished first or second in 21
of 22 starts as a 2 and 3-year-old with earnings
over $600K during that span. Gregory had
been in the bike for many of those successful outings and it was reasonable to expect
it would be business as usual as a 4-year-old.
Thus far in 2016, Barn Doll has only hit the
board twice in six starts yet at the same time
hasn’t raced that poorly.
After battling stakes competition, including an out-of-the money finish to Hannelore
Hanover in the Armbro Flight, Gregory took
the mare to Pocono to try to help her regain
her confidence.

Tom Berg

After winning 10 of 13 races as a 3-year-old, Barn Doll is winless in six starts this year.
“I had the outside and I definitely wanted
to put her on the front end,” said Gregory of
the overnight contest on July 2. “Still, I was a
little disappointed that she got passed in the
stretch, though that was a good aged horse.”
This Saturday Barn Doll landed post six in
a field that feels ripe for the taking.
Jewels In Hock, a daughter of Credit
Winner that was a constant rival for Barn
Doll in the New York Sire Stakes, has also
been a hit or miss proposition this year.
Trainer Linda Toscano hopes to turn her
fortunes around with John Campbell aboard
from post eight. A winner in 13 of her 25 lifetime starts, Jewels In Hock finished second
in a Miss Versatility leg at Mohawk on July 1.
Trainer Chris Beaver’s Smokinmombo
has been first or second in six of seven starts
this year. She landed post two with top driver
Aaron Merriman shipping in from Ohio with
the daughter of Explosive Matter.
The Muscle Hill-sired mare Rules Of The
Road showed glimpses of extreme talent as
a 3-year-old and may be on the verge of a
return to that kind of form as the summer

stakes season hits full stride. A victory in
one elimination to the Armbro Flight, and
a third-place finish in the final, could make
the Janice Connor-trained mare the public
choice at post time in this field. Corey Callahan will guide her from the pole position.
With the Burke stable’s Hannelore Hanover
supplemented to race with the boys in the
Hambletonian Maturity, Classical Annie
looks to step up in this Miss Versatility leg. A
winner three times in 2013, Classical Annie
drew post five and picks up Yannick Gingras
in the bike.
The transition from racing in Sire Stakes
programs as a young horse to competing against all competition as a 4-year-old
can prove troubling for even the most oftwinning performers. Gregory just believes
it may take more time for Barn Doll to
find that groove that led her to 17 victories
during her career.
Saturday’s Miss Versatility offers a few
mares the opportunity to get back on the
winning track in stakes competition.
Which one will step up is anyone’s guess.

